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After the close of the panic session, and whilst the two gre parties of the country were preparing their issues for the succee ing election then at hand, at which the Country was to pronour upon the acts and doings of that session and the conduct of t hank, the subject of Mr. Webster's dealings with it was aga brought into view in the Extra Globe, edited and owned by the sai fearless partisans. Speaking at a time when the public mind w yet alive to the whole subject as well of the $22,000 reported by t Clayton Committee,1 as of the $10,000 to which the interrogator: related, the Editor of that paper expressing himself in a way whi justified the assumption that his information was derived from t government directors said:
For a portion of those loans to Mr. Webster, a man was taken as securi who was notoriously Insolvent, a defaulter to the bank at the time, who aft wards compromised his debts in that institution, by securing or paying fifte or twenty cents on the dollar.
This charge which was also submitted to in silence, wras not sj cifically applied to the $10,000 debt at the mother bank; but the € treme probability that such an occurrence could have happened the Boston branch; and its being so much in harmony -with the oth transactions by which the advance of the ten or fifteen thousand d< lars, obtained from Mr. Biddle at his country seat was characteriz leaves scarcely a doubt that such was their meaning—and if so, a: if the statements were well founded, we have here the explanati of Mr. Biddle's persistent silence upon the subject. But be that it may, one tiling is, I fear, morally certain, if the notes and p] fessed securities of the bank were reserved from the sale to the man facturers of its archives by the ton, as waste paper, before referr to, have been preserved, and but a tithe of the reports of the hea losses which that institution sustained from its loans to Mr. Webst on straw securities, so prevalent at the time of its total failure, a: then generally credited, be true, the note that was given for the ten or fifteen thousand dollars, or its representative, equally wort less, will be found amongst them. If so, and without the slight* personal knowledge upon the point, I feel as confident of the fact a$ do of my existence, farther explorations of the dusty labyrinth of a c f unct bank parlor, to trace the real character of the principal trans* tion, would seem to be superfluous, and the reader will decide wheth

